
 

Iceland Family Northern Lights Adventure 

 

Iceland is one of the most geologically active areas on earth and offers visitors a unique opportunity to witness 

the creative forces of nature at work. With over thirty active volcanoes—and an abundance of glaciers, 

geysers, and waterfalls—Iceland is truly a land in formation. Runway Travel recommends this 7-day itinerary 

for families. Expert guides will take you to the rugged and beautiful nature destinations to experience a unique 

vantage point and enjoy chance encounters with locals, animals and the elements. The Northern Lights are 

visible from September to early April. Your guide will help you maximize your chances of seeing the Auroras. 

The hotels or villas you stay at in the countryside are optimally located for Northern Lights viewing.   

         

 



 

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE 

Day Program Overview Hotel 
1 Welcome to Iceland, Blue Lagoon 

➢ Arrival, Blue Lagoon and transfer to Reykjavik  

➢ Afternoon walking and tasting tour of Reykjavik 

Reykjavik 

2 Golden Circle Highlights and Viking Horses  

➢ Travel to the country side and explore nature with expert driver guide in expedition 

style 4x4 vehicle.  

➢ Visit UNESCO World Heritage Site, Thingvellir National Park, Geysir hot springs and 

Gullfoss waterfall.  

➢ Visit top breeding ranch for introduction to and riding on Icelandic Viking horse.  

➢ Stay in the country side for the next 4 nights where conditions for seeing the Northern 

Lights are optimal. 

South 

3 Wilderness ATV and Secret BBQ  

➢ Fun-filled, exclusive ATV tour into hidden wilderness.  

➢ BBQ lunch in secret spot. 

South 

4 Top of the World Snowmobiling  

➢ Go on thrilling snowmobile tour on top of a glacier. Enjoy breathtaking views and pure 

fresh air!  

➢ Traverse immense moss-covered lava fields to the remote southeast. 

Southeast 

5 Glacier Lagoon and Diamond Beach  

➢ Hike in alpine surroundings with views of waterfalls, glacier tongues and mountain 

peaks.  

➢ Visit Jokulsarlon glacier lagoon, where icebergs drift out to sea.  

➢ Marvel at the ice chunks, scattered like diamonds across the black sand beach. 

Southeast 

6 Chasing Waterfalls, Black Sand Beaches and Blue Glaciers  

➢ Visit waterfalls of the south including Seljalandsfoss and Skogafoss.  

➢ Get close to and experience blue ice glaciers either by hiking on glacier tongues or 

exploring ice caves.  

➢ Explore the dramatic black sand beaches. 

Reykjavik 

7 Departure  

➢ Car service airport transfer 

 

 

 

 

Ready to see the effects of North American 

and Eurasian tectonic plates pulling apart? For 

additional information and availability, contact 

us at travel@runwaytravelco.com or 571-210-

5340. 
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